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Highlights from the Zoom Chat 

• Hello from snowy New Mexico! I recently started a project on a dusty old Moog found in 

a closet in Jerusalem, which is why I am here today. 

• [Annie Jamieson] Here is the link for the Tate Time-based Media Conservation video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPgcekqHSM0 

• US based preservation group EMEAPP: https://emeapp.org/ 

• This version was rescued from the garbage bin by one of Le Caine’s colleagues, that’s 

why it survived. 

• I wish there were better awareness / education and understanding of why a objects 

“sitting in a shelf in a museum” is not “death” or being an ornament 

• To Annie's point about enthusiasts and practitioners outside of museums turning their 

backs on museums---are these people being invited to these kinds of conversations? 

Were they invited to this event? I think that would be an incredible step toward respecting 

and validating their knowledge as makers and practitioners... 

• I wonder how the curators in the future in - let's say 150 years - would like to find these 

instruments preserved in their collections.  

• Has anyone a time machine in their collection, so we can go and ask? 

• The worldwide Maker community would be an excellent resource for help with 

conservation and restoration. Bringing Make Magazine into the conversation could 

facilitate this bridge. 

• Check out: LookMumNoComputer, CuriousMarc, Mr. Carlsons Lab, Hainbach, Syntaur, 

Aaron Lanterman (Lantertronics), MarcoReps, MylarMelodies, Noir Et Blanc Vie, The 

Signal Path, Tim Shoebridge, Alex Ball, Bell Tone Synth Works, Synth Chaser, Loop 

Op, Leo Makes, Make Noise, Moog, Synth DIY Guy, Markus Fuller, Clickspring, 

Computerphile, SonicState, etc. etc.  So many people and platforms who would very 

likely be kindred spirits 

• Re: the speakers' comments about potentially interested organizations, a Google 

doc after this seminar would be very useful. 

• So many wonderful creators! I find their work inspiring and energizing - such great 

education and communication about these objects 

• Also, a "human resources" doc for those of us willing to contribute help and 

expertise 

• I would consider reverse engineering a form of documentation 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPgcekqHSM0
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Slido Questions 

1. Are panellists considering outreach opportunities for volunteers or content creators 

(YouTube, twitch, TikTok) to either solicit assistance or raise awareness? 

2. Annie Jamieson: Have you had success pairing conservators with technical specialists 

to bring both halves of the needed expertise to a restorative conservation project? 

3. Electronics *are* time-based pieces. Continuous degradation changes both subjective 

and quantifiable aspects of sound and performance. What do you aim to preserve? 

4. 'Never' is a long time. How do we know what people will be interested in20,50years. 

Replication respects original for future while giving present gratification? 

5. For Dr. Jamieson: How did you get involved in conservation / preservation? What 

recommendations do you have for others interesting in getting involved? 

6. To your point on recording, there are YouTubers who do restoration of electronics and 

film it as well, eg CuriousMarc. The skills can be learned, it seems 

7. For Annie Jamieson: Are electronic music instruments THEMSELVES time-based 

artworks- and if so, how "creative" might we allow the process of conservation to be? 

8. Annie Jamieson: What's THE most critical expertise that's missing, in terms of 

conserving electronic music instruments, in your opinion (if you could only mention 

one)? 

9. There are problems with spare parts, too! Finding e.g. valves from the 1930s for early 

instruments is almost impossible, you cant build those! Thanks a lot! 

10. How does one decide how much of the system to preserve or bring back to functionality? 

Should the whole studio be preserved? Or perhaps a single potentiometer? 

11. Did LeCaine document the circuitry in any way? Do you have his schematics, or just the 

object? 

12. @Tom: Looks like less costly solution is to reconstruct and make a copy rather then try 

to alter it drastically. 

13. Is there experience from other projects of reverse-engineering objects? We think about 

this in a project about the Siemens-Studio for electronic music. 

14. Is the conservation field so insular to where you need a conservation degree to get 

involved? 

a. Annie Jamieson: To whoever asked: "Is the conservation field so insular to where you 

need a conservation degree to get involved?" For traditional museum conservation, I 

would say yes. For time-based media conservation, things are rather different - not least 

because the skills needed are not taught in conservation courses 

15. Tom: Do you know what kind of music Le Caine himself was into? The examples you 

played were jazz, blues and classical. Was he trying to demonstrate flexibility? 
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16. For these kinds of one-off artifacts, restoration introduces a ship of theseus argument. 

Is this part of the motivation for rebuilding v. restoring? 

17. Is there the possibility of an exemption from PCB laws for an instrument like the 

Sackbut? - Or if not, should there be, and how would this be brought about? 

18. For Tom: Would you try and reproduce the physical, non-electronic, construction 

materials for the sackbut? 

19. for tom: Do you have any interaction with the EMEAPP project, who are doing similar 

preservation and reverse-engineering goals with a minimoog? 

20. does the digital recreation include schematic capture and simulation? 

21. where are the successive versions? Why rebuild this one in particular? 

22. I would ask the panel what their vision is about preserving very large private collections 

in the field of electronic music. 

a. [audience response] Referring to Ignace earlier: At Logos Foundation (Belgium) 

we have a collection of more than 80 music robots, self built synths, crackle boxes, 

singing bicycles (real) radar interfaces, 15kV spark audio speakers etc.. All is open 

source and the collection (MIDI controlled music robot orchestra) is used every 

day and should be in the future. We aim at conserving and updating over time... 

23. https://youtu.be/dePAX_GmkOU https://singerbots.com 

24. Soliciting the speakers' and others' input on a real-world situation. My one remaining 

GuitarBot has been sitting unused in my house for years. I would like to donate it in 

some capacity and put it back into use. The issues: 

a. - It should remain a "living" instrument, for which composers can create new works. 

This would be best accomplished through remote online control and streaming. 

b. - It needs some initial repairs and updates and ongoing light maintenance.  

c. - It is essential to me that it be displayed in working form. 

25. https://logosfoundation.org 

26. Anyone familiar with the Computer History Museum in CA? They maintain and 

demonstrate an IBM 1401 from the 60s, an EXTREMELY complex device. A good 

model? 

27. In order to use early electronics: Could it be possible to produce a list of all 

"vulnerabilities" that museum should check before pushing the play button? 

https://youtu.be/dePAX_GmkOU
https://singerbots.com/
https://logosfoundation.org/

